Friday, March 16, 2012

9:30-11:30am

Private Dining Room (PDR), East Campus

“Are ALL of My Students Engaging?
Critical Questions and Classroom Tools That Partner Toward Reconciliation”

What happens to student engagement in the classroom when difficult conversations about race, class, or gender arise? How do faculty remain sensitive to student concerns while also processing and attending to their own reactions as facilitators? How can faculty unite with students to cultivate a community which emulates God-honoring diversity? Together, we’ll dialogue about what it means to nurture authentic relationships in which both faculty and students benefit from deepened connections; in addition, we’ll discuss practical techniques that foster student engagement.

PLEASE CLICK ON THE FOLLOWING LINK TO RSVP FOR THIS WORKSHOP:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dGNSWm1ST01xMVZWY2xBSWhVTElMeE6MA

Faculty who attend these workshops can receive CFEP credit by recording them on the Optional EM Checklist:
Level 2: Participating in faculty development workshops related to skill development in teaching.